Nursery Curriculum Map—Autumn 1 2019
We will be learning to:

Remember to say ‘Please’ and ‘Thank you’

Know the Nursery routines

Tidy up our things once we have finished playing with them
Welcome back!
We hope you have had a fabulous summer holiday and are all
relaxed and ready to start our new school year. We will be welcoming back
our older nursery as well as saying ‘hello’ to our new friends starting this
term!
Keep a look out for letters which will follow soon to let you know key dates
and events during the next half term.

In Communication and Language and we
are learning to..

Listen to and join in with rhymes and
songs linked to our topic

Join in with phrases in rhymes and
stories

Respond to simple instructions.

Begin to use question words
In Physical Development we are learning to:

Develop control over our fine motor
movements

Experiment with different ways of moving
managing our own risks and challenging
ourselves





To put our coat on independently
To develop relationships with our new teachers
Join in with our first and end sessions

Things to remember:
Nursery sessions are as follows; Morning session 8.50am-11.50am.
Afternoon nursery 12.30pm-3.30pm
As part of our ourselves topic, could you send in a baby photo of your
child. Snack money (50p per week) can either be paid weekly or at the
start of each half term.

In Expressive Arts and Design we are learning to:

Creating our own self portraits

Creating our own Autumn collages

To be able to play with others children on a
In Mathematics we are learning to:

Show an interest in number rhymes

To say some number names when playing and
counting

Recognise numbers of personal significance

Shows an interest in shapes and pattern in the
environment
In Understanding the World we are learning to:

Begin to talk about special times and events for
family and friends

To begin to know what babies need

To share experiences of babies and growing up in
their families

In Personal Social and Emotional
Development we are learning to:
 Show good manners when talking to our friends
and teachers
 Follow new routines, sitting and listening to instructions in whole group learning
 Take turns and share toys and equipment
 Care for each others feelings
 Begin to understand the good listening, good

In Literacy we are learning to:

Enjoy rhymes and rhythmic activities

Sharing stories linked to our topic; Super Kid, Super Daisy, and My family.

Look and handle books independently

Share stories with our friends

Begin to put meaning to the marks we make

